CAMN 2019 Botany Class

Shield Ranch, April 13th 2019, 8:30 am – 3:45 pm

8:30 – 8:45  Sign in, coffee/tea, snacks
8:45 – 9:00  Show and Tell  Kate/Mike/Terry
9:00 – 9:30  Introduction to Shield Ranch  Justine Salsbury
9:30 – 10:00 Basic plant taxonomy  Anna Strong
10:00 – 10:50 Field keying exercise  Terry Southwell
10:50 – 11:00 Break
11:00 – 11:30 Introduction to plant families  Anna Strong
11:30 – 12:30 Plant families scavenger hunt  Terry Southwell
12:30 – 1:20 Lunch
1:20 – 1:50 Non-native invasive plants  Angela England
1:50 – 2:00 Break
2:00 – 2:30 Introduction to identification of grasses  Tom Watson
2:30 – 3:30 Field grass identification walk  Tom Watson
3:30 – 3:45 Closing (reminders, next class, evaluations, etc.)  Kate/Mike/Terry